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Solid-State NMR Ensemble Dynamics as a Mediator between Experiment
and Simulation
Taehoon Kim, Sunhwan Jo, and Wonpil Im*
Department of Molecular Biosciences and Center for Bioinformatics, The University of Kansas, Lawrence, Kansas
ABSTRACT Solid-state NMR (SSNMR) is a powerful technique to describe the orientations of membrane proteins and
peptides in their native membrane bilayer environments. The deuterium (2H) quadrupolar splitting (DQS), one of the SSNMR
observables, has been used to characterize the orientations of various single-pass transmembrane (TM) helices using a semi-
static rigid-body model such as the geometric analysis of labeled alanine (GALA) method. However, dynamic information of
these TM helices, which could be related to important biological function, can be missing or misinterpreted with the semistatic
model. We have investigated the orientation of WALP23 in an implicit membrane of dimyristoylglycerophosphocholine by
determining an ensemble of structures using multiple conformer models with a DQS restraint potential. When a single conformer
is used, the resulting helix orientation (tilt angle (t) of 5.6 5 3.2� and rotation angle (r) of 141.8 5 40.6�) is similar to that
determined by the GALA method. However, as the number of conformers is increased, the tilt angles of WALP23 ensemble
structures become larger (26.9 5 6.7�), which agrees well with previous molecular dynamics simulation results. In addition,
the ensemble structure distribution shows excellent agreement with the two-dimensional free energy surface as a function of
WALP23’s t and r. These results demonstrate that SSNMR ensemble dynamics provides a means to extract orientational
and dynamic information of TM helices from their SSNMR observables and to explain the discrepancy between molecular
dynamics simulation and GALA-based interpretation of DQS data.
INTRODUCTION
This work aims to determine the transmembrane (TM) helix
dynamics that is possibly embedded in solid-state NMR
(SSNMR) deuterium (2H) quadrupolar splitting (DQS) and
to reconcile the long-standing discrepancy between molec-
ular dynamics (MD) simulation and experimental interpre-
tation on TM helix orientation and dynamics. For more
than a decade, considerable efforts have been made to
understand TM helix orientation and dynamics, and their
changes in the context of hydrophobic mismatch, which
can be related to the important biological function of
membrane proteins (1–4). In particular, SSNMR has proven
to be a powerful technique to describe the orientations of
membrane proteins and peptides in their native membrane
bilayer environments (5–7). However, dynamic information
of these TM helices can be missing or misinterpreted when
a static or semistatic rigid-body model is used to interpret
the SSNMR observables.

Among various SSNMR observables, the DQS measure-
ment has been used to characterize the orientations of
single-pass TM helices, such as WALP and KALP peptides,
using the semistatic geometric analysis of labeled alanine
(GALA) method (8,9) (note that the term ‘‘semistatic’’ is
used to broadly include some nonspecified motion that is
taken into account in theGALAmethodwith an order param-
eter of<1). The TM helix tilt angle interpreted by the GALA
method is relatively small (~5� for WALP23 in dimyristoyl-
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glycerophosphocholine (DMPC)) (9,10), which differs
significantly from much larger tilt angles (~30�) observed
inMD simulations (11–15). Recently, to explain the apparent
discrepancy between GALA-based interpretation and MD
simulation ofWALP23, it has been suggested that an average
of large-scale rotationmotion along the helix axis needs to be
considered when interpreting the TM helix orientation from
DQS (12,16,17). Several approaches including motional
averaging of TM helix orientation have been proposed to
include TM helix orientational variability (12,16,18), but
these approaches have fundamental limitations in describing
complex TM helix motion from the SSNMR observables,
which will be discussed in detail in Results and Discussion.
In general, extracting information about conformational
variability directly from NMR and x-ray diffraction is not
an easy task because the experimental observables represent
time- and ensemble-averages (19–21).

In thiswork,we determine the TMorientation and intrinsic
dynamic information of WALP23 using SSNMR ensemble
dynamics (SSNMR-ED). In SSNMR-ED, an ensemble of
conformers or replicas is used in parallel MD simulation,
and a biased potential (i.e., DQS restraint potential in this
work) is applied to minimize the deviation of the ensemble-
averaged property from experimental measurements (9).
The distribution of WALP23 ensemble structures is charac-
terized as a function of its number of replicas; the resulting
ensemble structures show better agreement with SSNMR
observables with increased number of replicas and much
larger TM helix tilt angles with more than one replica. The
ensemble structure distribution is validated by calculating
a two-dimensional potential of mean force (2D-PMF) as
doi: 10.1016/j.bpj.2011.02.063
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a function of WALP23’s orientation (TM tilt and rotation).
These results demonstrate that SSNMR-EDprovides ameans
to extract the orientational and dynamic information of TM
helices from their SSNMR observables. SSNMR-ED also
provides a realistic explanation of the discrepancy between
MD simulation andGALA-based interpretation ofDQS data.
METHODS

Defining the tilt and rotation angles

The TM helix orientation is defined by its tilt (t) and rotation (r) angles.

The value t is defined as the angle between the helical principal axis and

the unit vector along the Z axis parallel to the membrane-normal (22).

For r, both the internal and external references have to be defined

(Fig. 1). The internal reference is given by the vector pointing from the

helical axis to the Ca atom of Leu10. Gly1 has been widely used to define

r (mostly when a rigid helix is used) (8,9,12), but it is not an appropriate

choice for a dynamic system because of its flexibility at the terminal.

Instead, we used Leu10 to avoid the flexibility problem and for facile

comparison with other results based on Gly1; Leu10 is at the almost exact

opposite position to Gly1 on the helical wheel projection of WALP23.

With the unit vector along the Z axis as the external reference, r is defined

as the angle between the projections of such reference vectors on the plane

made by the second and third helical principal axes. The detailed expres-

sions can be found in our previous works (22,23).
Implicit membrane model

WALP23, acetyl-GWW(LA)8LWWA-methylamide, was constructed in an

ideal a-helical conformation (f ¼ �57.8�; j ¼ �47.0�). The EEF1/IMM1

(24,25) implicit membrane model in CHARMM (26) was used to mimic

the bilayer membrane environment. The planar implicit membrane was

centered at Z ¼ 0 with the membrane-normal parallel to the Z axis. The

EEF1/IMM1 calculations were prepared using the Implicit Solvent Modeler

module in CHARMM-GUI (www.charmm-gui.org) (27).

Solvent/membrane environments play an important role in determining

TM helix orientations. To determine a proper hydrophobic thickness of
FIGURE 1 Definition of helix tilt (t) and rotation (r) angles. (Green

circle) Selected Ca atom to define r. The value r is defined as the angle

between the perpendicular vector (rs) from the helical axis (a) to the

selected Ca atom and the projection vector (zp) of the Z axis onto the plane

(light blue) made by the second and third principal axes. The sign of the

rotational angle becomes positive if zp � rs is in the opposite direction to

a, or negative otherwise.
the implicit membrane, the PMF calculations as a function of WALP23’s

t at different rotation angles were performed and compared with our

previous results in explicit lipid bilayers (Table 1) (14). The initial systems

for the umbrella sampling simulations were generated by tilting WALP23

from t ¼ 0� to 50� by 2� every 100 ps, resulting in a total of 26 windows,

at different rotation angles. Each window was then subjected to a 200-ps

equilibration and 6-ns production for the PMF calculations with a different

hydrophobic thickness from 18.5 Å to 21 Å in 0.5 Å increment. The biased

distribution from the umbrella sampling simulations was unbiased by the

weighted histogram analysis method (WHAM) (28) to construct the

PMF. The PMFs as a function of t were calculated for every 0.2�, with
the energy tolerance of 10�6 kcal/mol. The optimal hydrophobic thickness

was determined to be 20 Å, which showed the best agreement with the

PMFs calculated in the explicit membranes (14) in terms of root mean-

square deviation (RMSD) and the minimum-PMF t (Table 1 and Fig. 2).

The simulations were performed at 298 K using Langevin dynamics with

a 2-fs time step. All bond lengths involving hydrogen were fixed with the

SHAKE algorithm (29).
Ensemble dynamics with a DQS restraint
potential

In the ensemble dynamics simulation, one can perform the simulations with

a certain number of replicas (NREP) simultaneously and restrain the

ensemble-averaged property (hccalciens) to the experimental target value

(cexp). In this work, the target data are the experimental DQS observables

(c ¼ n), so that we have developed an ensemble DQS restraint potential

(based on our recently-developed 1H�15N dipolar coupling ensemble

restraint potential (30,31)),

UDQS ¼ NREP

XNDQS

i¼ 1

kDQS
����vcalci

�
ens

��� vexpi

�2
; (1)

where NDQS is the number of experimental DQS observables, kDQS is the

force constant [kcal/(mol$kHz2)], and hvicalciens is

�
vcalci

�
ens

¼ 1

NREP

3KQC

4

XNREP

R¼ 1

�
3cos2 qRi � 1

�
; (2)

where KQC is the quadrupolar coupling constant and qi is the angle between

the Ca-Cb bond of labeled alanine (virtually the Ca�CbD3 vector) and the

external magnetic field (i.e., the Z axis). KQC was set to 56 kHz, which

corresponds to one-third of a typical quadrupolar coupling constant,

168 kHz (32), due to the fast rotation of the methyl group. The total poten-

tial energy (UTOTAL) of the ensemble system is then expressed as

UTOTAL ¼ UCHARMM þ UDQS; (3)
TABLE 1 RMSD between the PMFs calculated from the

all-atom simulations and the implicit membrane simulations

with various hydrophobic thickness (LH)

r (�) \ LH(Å) 18.5 19.0 19.5 20.0 20.5 21.0

Free 0.78 0.28 0.33 0.24 0.28 0.14

0 0.94 1.07 1.18 1.52 1.56 1.87

90 0.34 0.42 0.43 0.65 1.16 1.36

180 0.33 0.45 0.47 0.61 1.18 1.45

270 0.31 0.38 0.54 0.71 1.06 1.17

Note that the PMFs were calculated as a function of WALP23’s tilt angle at

four specific rotation angles (r) and the term ‘‘Free’’ represents no rotational

restraint applied.
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FIGURE 2 PMFs calculated from the all-atom simulation (solid line)

and the implicit membrane simulation with a hydrophobic thickness of

20 Å (dotted line) for free rotation.
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where UCHARMM is the CHARMM potential energy of the ensemble struc-

ture. We have checked the numerical accuracy of the ensemble DQS

restraint potential; the total energy of all the replicas (not the total energy

of each replica) was well converged during the NVE dynamics (data not

shown).

The simulation stability depends on the applied force constants and

dynamics algorithms. Based on our previous studies with other SSNMR

structure calculations (31), we used torsion angle MD (TAMD) simulation

(33) because it yields more stable trajectories than Cartesian MD due to

a rigid peptide plane. In addition, to generate stable simulation trajectories,

the maximum force constant was empirically optimized to be KDQS ¼
0.4 kcal/(mol$kHz2). Experimental DQS observables were taken from

oriented 0� di-C14:0-PC (9): 9.3 kHz for Ala5, 11.3 kHz for Ala9,

12.8 kHz for Ala13, 12.3 kHz for Ala17, and 2.0 kHz for Ala19.

Starting from an a-helical conformation of WALP23, kDQS was smoothly

increased to the maximum value during 10 cycles of 400-ps TAMD simu-

lations, and a final 200-ps TAMD production was performed for structural

analysis. To increase the sampling statistics, we repeated the TAMD simu-

lation 100 times with different initial velocities for NREP¼ 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, and

32. We used a 1-fs time-step for TAMD. A constant temperature of 298 K

was maintained by using a simple Berendsen thermostat (34) in combina-

tion with velocity reassignments. The completion of the simulation cycle

(i.e., 4.2 ns for each run) took ~4 h for eight or smaller replicas, 8 h for

16 replicas, and 16 h for 32 replicas running in parallel on 2.33-GHz

quad-core Intel workstations; the time increase is mostly due to the commu-

nication between the replicas.

To validate the quality of the ensemble dynamics simulation result,

we have calculated RMSD [kHz] between jhvicalciensj and vi
exp,
FIGURE 3 Orientation distribution of ensemble structures as a function of NR

comparison for each system.
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2D-PMF as a function of tilt and rotation angles

To validate the orientation distribution from the SSNMR-ED simulations,

we calculated the 2D-PMF as a function of WALP23’s t and r in the

EEF1/IMM1 implicit membrane. The initial structures were generated by

tilting WALP23 every 2� from 0� to 60�, followed by rotating it every 5�

from�180� to 180� at each t, resulting in a total of 2263 windows. We per-

formed a 200-ps equilibration and a 10-ns production at each window using

the same force constants for the WALP23 tilt and rotation restraint poten-

tials as those used in the explicit membrane PMF calculations (14,35).

We used the same dynamics options used in the SSNMR-ED with

TAMD. The biased distribution from the umbrella sampling simulations

was unbiased by WHAM (28) to construct the 2D-PMF; the interval of

the free energy surface was set to 0.5� and 1.0� along the t- and r-direc-

tions, respectably. The energy tolerance for the WHAM iterations was

10�6 kcal/mol.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Orientation of ensemble structures

Fig. 3 shows the orientation of WALP23 in terms of t and r

as a function of NREP. The orientation distribution of the
ensemble structures shows a striking difference between
NREP ¼ 1 and NREP R 2, whereas the ensemble-averaged
DQS are in close agreement with experimental values in
terms of RMSD (Fig. 4 A). The t and r for NREP ¼ 1 are
5.6 5 3.2� and 141.8 5 40.6� with the DQS RMSD of
~0.8 kHz (Fig. 4), which agrees very well with the result
(t ¼ 5.5�, r ¼ 153.5�, and RMSD ¼ 0.9 kHz) based on
the GALA method (9). Interestingly, for NREP R 2, much
larger t are observed, reaching at ~27� when NREP ¼ 32,
whereas r remains at similar values with increased fluctua-
tion. The ensemble orientation appears to converge when
NREP R 8, demonstrating that it is possible to find a well-
converged solution to the applied DQS restraints (36). In
addition, Fig. 4 A shows that the DQS RMSD decreases
as more replicas are used in SSNMR-ED, illustrating that
the generated structure ensemble agrees well with the
2H-NMR experimental DQS data.
EP. The population is normalized by setting the highest value to 1 for easy



FIGURE 4 (A) RMSD of DQS and (B and C) tilt and rotation angles of WALP23 as a function of NREP.
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How does the structure ensemble show such a dramatic
increase in t with smaller DQS RMSD when NREP R 2?

Fig. 5 shows the DQS distribution of each alanine in the
ensemble structures as a function of NREP. Surprisingly,
each distribution is very broad except when NREP ¼ 1;
DQS of each alanine covers the whole DQS range (�42 to
84 kHz in Fig. 5). It is notable that each distribution has
the highest population on the negative DQS side and a broad
distribution on the positive one. As shown in Fig. 6, the
peaks in the DQS distribution (mostly�34 kHz) correspond
to the highest population (q z 75�) in the distribution of qi,
the angle between the Ca�Cb vector and the Z axis in Eq. 2.
It becomes clear that such broad DQS distribution (Fig. 5)
results from the various TM helix orientations in the struc-
ture ensemble (Figs. 3 and 6). Thus, the absolute value of
the ensemble-averaged DQS becomes smaller (0~10 kHz),
which is measured in the 2H-NMR experiment. It should
be stressed that, when NREP R 2, the calculated DQS of
individual structures are different from the experimental
one, but their ensemble-averaged DQS (regardless of their
signs) show excellent agreement with experimental observ-
ables. Although we obtain the possible DQS distributions
from individual replicas (Fig. 5), it is not feasible to use
them directly as reference values for the current SSNMR-
ED simulation scheme.
Evaluation of MD simulation

The SSNMR-ED simulation is different from the standard
MD simulation, in that the ensemble structures are generated
by a biased restraint potential UDQS in Eq. 3. The applied
restraints could force the generated structures to be trapped
in physically irrelevant orientations that only satisfy the
experimental DQS observables. To validate the orientational
variability of the SSNMR-ED structures, we have carried out
the 2D-PMF calculation as a function of WALP23’s t and r.
Such a validation approach in SSNMR-ED is important for
two reasons. First, the number of restraints (five DQSs) in
the present SSNMR-ED simulation is not enough to perform
reliable cross-validation. Second, a regular MD simulation
often suffers from insufficient sampling to obtain a reliable
and converged TM helix orientation distribution.

Fig. 7 A shows the resulting 2D-PMF of WALP23 in
t- and r-space. The free energy minimum is at t ¼ 36�
FIGURE 5 Distribution of calculated (black)

and ensemble averaged (red) DQS of each alanine

as a function of NREP. In the case of NREP ¼ 1, the

ensemble-averaged DQS does not exist. The pop-

ulation is normalized by setting the highest value

to 1 for easy comparison for each system.

Biophysical Journal 100(12) 2922–2928



FIGURE 6 DQS value as a function of q (black) and distribution of q for

each alanine when NREP ¼ 32. The possible value of DQS is a range of�42

to 84 kHz.
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and r ¼ 112�, and the thermally accessible t- and r-ranges
are 27.7� % t% 42.1� and 69� % r% 149�. The thermally
accessible orientations are the regions that have free ener-
gies within 0.6 kcal/mol from the minimum-PMF orienta-
tion. The thermally accessible t-region from the 2D-PMF
is similar to that from the WALP23 PMFs as a function of
t in explicit DMPC membranes (14.4� % t % 39�) (14).
Similar to our previous work on a TM b-hairpin (37,38),
as shown in Fig. 7 A, there is no significant energy barrier
for TM helix rotation when t < 10�, so that WALP23 can
explore various r-values, but energy barriers along r

become increased when t > 10�.
Fig. 7 B compares the 2D-PMF with the SSNMR-ED

ensemble structure distribution with NREP ¼ 32 (Fig. 3).
The high population in the ensemble structures well matches
with the thermally accessible region in the 2D-PMF. Most
structures from the SSNMR-ED are within 3.0 kcal/mol
from the minimum-PMF orientation. This comparison
clearly supports the notion that the orientation distribution
of the ensemble structures from the SSNMR-ED simula-
tions is physically relevant. The secondary structure of
FIGURE 7 (A) 2D-PMF as a function of WALP23’s t and r. (Yellow line) The

(when NREP ¼ 32) and 2D-PMF. The contour lines (gray) are drawn every 0.2
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individual WALP23 is also well maintained during the
SSNMR-ED simulations (data not shown). It should be
noted that the SSNMR-ED distribution might not exactly
match with the 2D-PMF because the SSNMR-ED distribu-
tion is obtained with the DQS restraints and could be devi-
ated from the nonrestrained PMF calculation or the standard
MD simulation. In this context, the agreement shown in
Fig. 7 B is remarkable.

Interestingly, a total of 1.1-ms comparative (multiple) MD
simulations (12) have yielded a DQS distribution similar to
Fig. 5 (see Fig. 3 in Ozdirekcan et al. (12)). This, as an inde-
pendent comparison, illustrates again that the present
SSNMR-ED and the standard MD simulations do capture
the physically relevant essential dynamic features of
WALP23 in the bilayer membrane environment. Possibly
due to sampling or/and force-field inaccuracy, the
ensemble-averaged DQS from such standard MD simula-
tions show some deviations from the experimental values,
with the DQS RMSD of 20~40 kHz for individual trajecto-
ries and ~6 kHz for combined (ensemble) trajectories. Iron-
ically, such deviations, which are considered too large to be
acceptable in the experimental view point (17), provided
motivation for the development of various models to
consider TM helix dynamics and to seek better agreement
with experimental observables, which will be discussed in
the next section.
Various approaches in DQS interpretation

It was a molecular dynamics simulation study in an implicit
membrane that showed a significantly large twith a consider-
able fluctuation (t ¼ 32.7 5 8.5�) (11), when the GALA-
based interpretation of WALP23 was showing t ¼ 5.5 5
0.9�. At that time, the discrepancywas attributed to unknown
oligomer states ofWALP23 in a bilayer (9) because oligomer
formation could yield smaller t (15,39). Now, there are
several approaches/models proposed to resolve the
rmally accessible region. (B) Overlap of the ensemble structure distribution

kcal/mol. (Red line) 0.6, 2.0, and 3.0 kcal/mol from the PMF minimum.
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discrepancy by considering the TM helix dynamics and
orientational variability in the DQS interpretation. As
mentioned at the end of the previous section, based on their
long comparative MD simulations, Ozdirekcan et al. (12)
proposed that the small t of WALP23 estimated by the
GALA method could be the result of orientation averaging
in the t- and r-space accessible to WALP23. However, due
to an unknown free energy profile in t- and r-space, it is still
a challenging task to use standard MD simulations to deter-
mine the WALP23 orientational space and the extent of the
orientational variability from which one can reliably calcu-
late the DQS (or other SSNMR) observables. It is this reason
why other approaches have been recently proposed to better
understand the TM helix dynamics and orientational vari-
ability in the interpretation of experimental DQS values,
particularly when the observed absolute values of DQS are
small (40).

Esteban-Martı́n et al. (18) used empirical partition free
energies of individual amino-acid residues from aqueous
solution to a membrane bilayer, and calculated the relative
population of WALP23 orientations in a rigid-body move-
ment fashion. Such a population allows one to calculate the
experimental DQS reasonably well. However, having a rela-
tively high population at small t appears to be problematic.
As shown in Figs. 2 and 7, our previous PMF calculation
and its decomposition (14,35) demonstrate that it is difficult
to have small t (usually <5�) for a single-pass TM helix in
a bilayer environment due to the intrinsic tendency of TM
helix tilting, driven by the entropic contribution arising
from helix precession (area) around the membrane-normal.
Therefore, the relatively high population in small t, although
necessary to reproduce the experimental data when using
only positive DQS, could be physically questionable.

To take TM helix dynamicmotion into account, additional
fitting parameters were also introduced in the framework of
the GALA method. In other words, the TM helix orientation
distribution in t- and r-space that satisfies the experimental
DQS values are obtained by adjusting the variations of
t and r (i.e., dt and dr), in addition to t and r themselves.
Strandberg et al. (16) assume Gaussian distributions around
average t and r to adjust dt and dr. This procedure leads to
larger values of t (e.g., 14��18� for WALP23 in DMPC).
Also, the authors analyzed the influence of helix dynamics
on the interpretation of DQS data by evaluating different
dynamic models of increasing fitting parameter complexity.
Very recently, extending this concept, Holt et al. (17) intro-
duced a method using multiple anisotropic constraints,
which combines nuclear interactions with different orienta-
tions with respect to helical axis. However, addition of fitting
parameters in these approaches could be arbitrary and do
not provide clear explanation for expressing dynamic infor-
mation and orientational variability from SSNMR observ-
ables, because the TM helix orientation distribution may be
neither uniform nor Gaussian, as illustrated by our results
(Fig. 3). Unlike aforementioned approaches/models, the
primary advantage of SSNMR-ED is the ability to generate
an ensemble of structures (i.e., TM helix orientation distribu-
tion) that satisfies the experimental observables within a
reasonable physical (force-field) model (Figs. 3 and 7), so
that one can extract both TM helix orientation and dynamic
information from SSNMR observables.
CONCLUSIONS

We have demonstrated that SSNMR-ED provides insights
into the interpretation of experimental DQS data, one of
the SSNMR observables, and can be used as a means to
extract both TM helix orientation and dynamics informa-
tion. In addition, the SSNMR-ED simulations of WALP23
also provide a realistic explanation of the discrepancy
between MD simulation and GALA-based interpretation
of DQS data. SSNMR-ED may provide a general strategy
for the structural interpretation of the SSNMR observables,
and one may apply this knowledge to investigating the influ-
ence of the TM helix orientation and its variability on the
structure and function of biologically important systems.
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